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Program PurposeProgram PurposeProgram PurposeProgram Purpose

Develop analysis software to analyze track Develop analysis software to analyze track 
finding performance, this includes:finding performance, this includes:g p ,g p ,
Track finding efficiencyTrack finding efficiency
F k t k tF k t k tFake track ratesFake track rates
Reasonable error estimationReasonable error estimationeaso ab e e o es a oeaso ab e e o es a o
OptimizationOptimization



Helix ParametersHelix ParametersHelix ParametersHelix Parameters

Curvature Curvature (C, Omega) curvature of the track(C, Omega) curvature of the track

ФФ00 (azimuthmal angle of the momentum at the dca)(azimuthmal angle of the momentum at the dca)ФФ0 0 (azimuthmal angle of the momentum at the dca)(azimuthmal angle of the momentum at the dca)

δδ (distance of closest approach)(distance of closest approach)

tan tan λλ (dz/ds, slope in the SZ plane)(dz/ds, slope in the SZ plane)

zz ((z position at the dca)z position at the dca)zz0  0  ((z position at the dca)z position at the dca)



CalculationsCalculationsCalculationsCalculations
ωω

〉τ = 〉∗σιν⎝ = .0003∗Β∗Ρ
⎤ = 1/Ρ

δδ
xc = x + R sin φ

R φyc = y − R cos φ
δδ = R - (xc

2 + yc
2)1/2

ФФ0000
atan2(xc/(R- δ), -yc/(R- δ))

tan tan λλ
/tan tan λλ == 〉z / (〉x2 + 〉y2)1/2

z0z0
z = z0 + s tanλ



MC particle vs HelicalTrackFitMC particle vs HelicalTrackFitMC particle vs HelicalTrackFitMC particle vs HelicalTrackFit



More NumbersMore NumbersMore Numbers…More Numbers…

For our residual graphs we plotted:For our residual graphs we plotted:
Fit Fit -- MCMC

The Pull graphs where the same residual The Pull graphs where the same residual 
divided by the error retrieved from the fitdivided by the error retrieved from the fitdivided by the error retrieved from the fit divided by the error retrieved from the fit 
method’s covariance matrixmethod’s covariance matrix

Math.sqrt(fit.covariance().e(HelicalTrackFit.curvatureIndex, HelicalTrackFit.curvatureIndex))Math.sqrt(fit.covariance().e(HelicalTrackFit.curvatureIndex, HelicalTrackFit.curvatureIndex))



(Residual) Omega(Residual) Omega PosPos(Residual) Omega(Residual) Omega--PosPos

muon_Theta1-179_100GeV



(Residual) Omega(Residual) Omega NegNeg(Residual) Omega(Residual) Omega--NegNeg

muon_Theta1-179_100GeV



(Residual) Omega(Residual) Omega OverlayOverlay(Residual) Omega(Residual) Omega--OverlayOverlay

muon_Theta1-179_100GeV



Graph +Graph + charges seperatelycharges seperatelyGraph +Graph +--charges seperatelycharges seperately

Th l i d i i t t h itiTh l i d i i t t h itiThe analysis driver is set to graph positive The analysis driver is set to graph positive 
and negative particles separately, why?and negative particles separately, why?

There is a slight variance if you graph both on the There is a slight variance if you graph both on the 
same graph, refer to “Residual Omega Overlay”same graph, refer to “Residual Omega Overlay”

A l i th t l ll fA l i th t l ll fAnalyzing them separately allows for Analyzing them separately allows for 
greater accuracygreater accuracy
Lower energy simulations show a greater Lower energy simulations show a greater 
energy loss of the particle dependent on energy loss of the particle dependent on gy p pgy p p
charge, thus separating the analysis is keycharge, thus separating the analysis is key



(Residual)(Residual) ФФ OverlayOverlay(Residual) (Residual) ФФ00 --OverlayOverlay

muon_Theta1-179_100GeV



(Residual)(Residual) δδ OverlayOverlay(Residual) (Residual) δδ --OverlayOverlay

muon_Theta1-179_100GeV



Charge sign and the parametersCharge sign and the parametersCharge sign and the parametersCharge sign and the parameters

tan tan λλ, and , and zz0 0 exhibit exhibit 
the same distribution the same distribution 
regardless of charge, regardless of charge, 
this remained the this remained the 
same for lower same for lower 
energy simulations as energy simulations as gygy
wellwell

muon_Theta1-179_100GeV



1 GeV z0 Pull1 GeV z0 Pull1 GeV z0 Pull1 GeV z0 Pull

muon_Theta1-179_1GeV



1 GeV tan1 GeV tan λλ PullPull1 GeV tan 1 GeV tan λλ PullPull

muon_Theta1-179_1GeV



1 GeV Residual DCA1 GeV Residual DCA1 GeV Residual DCA1 GeV Residual DCA



Fitted Helix compared to MC hitsFitted Helix compared to MC hitsFitted Helix compared to MC hitsFitted Helix compared to MC hits

Comparing the r, Ф, z calculated by each Comparing the r, Ф, z calculated by each 
methodmethod
In this analysis set we have to account for In this analysis set we have to account for 
each layer as they greatly differ in theeach layer as they greatly differ in theeach layer as they greatly differ in the each layer as they greatly differ in the 
value for each parameter.value for each parameter.
Layers: Tracker Barrel, Vertex Barrel, Layers: Tracker Barrel, Vertex Barrel, 
EndcapsEndcapsEndcapsEndcaps



CalculationsCalculationsCalculationsCalculations



Tracker BarrelTracker Barrel ФФTracker Barrel Tracker Barrel -- ФФ



Vertex BarrelVertex Barrel ФФVertex Barrel Vertex Barrel -- ФФ



Tracker EndcapTracker Endcap ФФTracker Endcap Tracker Endcap -- ФФ



Vertex EndcapVertex Endcap ФФVertex Endcap Vertex Endcap -- ФФ



ResidualResidualResidual Residual 

The residual histograms show that the The residual histograms show that the 
tracker isn’t as concise as the vertex tracker isn’t as concise as the vertex 
barrel/endcapsbarrel/endcaps



Tracker Barrel rTracker Barrel rTracker Barrel rTracker Barrel r



Vertex Barrel rVertex Barrel rVertex Barrel rVertex Barrel r



Tracker Endcap rTracker Endcap rTracker Endcap rTracker Endcap r



Vertex Endcap rVertex Endcap rVertex Endcap rVertex Endcap r



Vertex Barrel ZVertex Barrel ZVertex Barrel ZVertex Barrel Z



ImplementationImplementationImplementation Implementation 



HelixParamCalculatorHelixParamCalculatorHelixParamCalculatorHelixParamCalculator
public HelixParamCalculator(MCParticle,EventHeader)public HelixParamCalculator(MCParticle,EventHeader)

Calculates and returns the 5 helix Calculates and returns the 5 helix 
parameters when fed an MCParticle and parameters when fed an MCParticle and 
an eventan eventan eventan event
Can also return:Can also return:

BB--FieldField
(x(x00,y,y00) coordinates of the particle at the DCA) coordinates of the particle at the DCA(( 00,y,y00) p) p
momentum/transverse momentum momentum/transverse momentum 



HistogramDrawerHistogramDrawerHistogramDrawerHistogramDrawer
bli Hi t D (H li lT kFit MCP ti l E tH d )bli Hi t D (H li lT kFit MCP ti l E tH d )public HistogramDrawer(HelicalTrackFit,MCParticle,EventHeader)public HistogramDrawer(HelicalTrackFit,MCParticle,EventHeader)

This class currently will graph all of the This class currently will graph all of the 
helix parameters histograms, like the few helix parameters histograms, like the few 
shown beforeshown before
Work in progress, but currently you can Work in progress, but currently you can 
chose between positive/negative particleschose between positive/negative particleschose between positive/negative particles chose between positive/negative particles 
and whether fit or the MCParticle class is and whether fit or the MCParticle class is 
used to calculate them (or both).used to calculate them (or both).



ErrorCalculatorErrorCalculatorErrorCalculatorErrorCalculator
public ErrorCalculator(HelicalTrackFit)public ErrorCalculator(HelicalTrackFit)

Will calculate the error for any of the 5 Will calculate the error for any of the 5 yy
helix parameters using the covmatrix in helix parameters using the covmatrix in 
the fit classthe fit classthe fit classthe fit class



NextNextNextNext

Complete the analysis on the tracker Complete the analysis on the tracker 
barrel, vertex barrel and endcapsbarrel, vertex barrel and endcaps, p, p
Provide easy to use classes which can Provide easy to use classes which can 
facilitate my own work but also be used byfacilitate my own work but also be used byfacilitate my own work but also be used by facilitate my own work but also be used by 
others to in the future.others to in the future.


